Dreggen's well-proven technology combined with continuous product development makes us a preferred partner for offshore pedestal cranes.

Dreggen produce and deliver box boom, cylinder luffing offshore pedestal cranes of various types and sizes. We make box boom, knuckle boom and telescopic cranes with built-in electro hydraulic power pack or diesel power pack.

Cranes are produced according to customers and meet the requirements of all national and international authorities and classifications including DNV, LRS, ABS, API, NORSOK and NS13852.

These cranes can be made partially or completely Explosion Proof according to latest ATEX rules.

As a supplier of various crane to the offshore industry for more than 20 years we have an extensive experience and knowledge about the requirements for documentation. Documentation made as per NS5820 and customers requirements.
AVAILABLE FEATURES:

- Load tipping moment 25 TM – 2500 TM
- Fixed boom, knuckle boom or telescopic boom
- Electro hydraulic or diesel hydraulic
- Loadcharts for Ship to ship operation at various seastates.
- High speed whip hoist
- Constant tensioning
- Shock absorber to minimize dynamic factor
- Manriding as per NS13852
- Complete crane made for hazardous area, zone 1 or 2.
- Tagging and marking as per customers requirements
- Surface treatment as NORSOK or customers requirements
- PLC controlled safety and control system.
- Certification as per customers requirements